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Abstract 
With the development of the Internet of Things, as the typical application of the Internet of Things, 
smart home becomes one of the industries which are most favored by the market in the current Internet of 
Things industry. Home security system is of research significance as the key part in construction of home. 
The traditional home security system is characterized with poor flexibility, short distance of transmission 
and high cost. The mobile phone home security system suggested in the Thesis is featured by such 
advantages as convenience and low cost. Firstly, the importance of home security system and the 
development situations in the recent years are presented. Then, the system functions are described and 
the overall design is made, while the detailed design of the system is made from such four aspects as the 
front-end node software, gateway software, protocol message formation and client application software 
design of Android mobile phones. Finally, Android client application software is verified simply, and the 
result proves that the system operates smoothly and stably with wide application value. 
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1. Introduction 
According to analysis of the market testing data of hc360 e-home, “home security” and 
“smart home” have been ranking top two. As shown in data in August 2010, among products on 
the top ten smart home sites, “home security” occupied the first place with the absolute 
advantage. Therefore, it is can be seen that nowadays people’s awareness of “home security” 
has been on the rise instead of decrease. This shows that the intelligent security system and 
devices play a very important role in security precaution of a home. The intelligent security is an 
essential help to peace and contentment of every family. The state’s continuous promotion of 
safe city and safe community projects provides a good development opportunity for the 
springing up of the home security market. Personal home applications are based on the 
common public and the market potential contained is beyond measure. Although this market 
has begun to take shape abroad, the market is still in its infancy at home, a fertile soil remaining 
to be developed. 
 
 
2. Research Method 
 
2.1. Description of System Functions 
The home security system is mainly used to monitor environment inside the residence, 
including temperature, humidity, gas, house door and window state. When someone is found to 
be breaking into the house illegally (such as theft and robbery), the system will send warning 
information to the User promptly so as to defend the resident’s family against damage. 
The home security system module in the Android mobile phone mainly consists of three 
parts, such as perception and detection module comprising infrared sensor, smoke detector, 
gate magnetic sensor, and temperature and humidity sensor plus an alarm [1-3] used for early 
warning; embedded gateway which mainly undertakes to extract data from the sensor and the 
detector and encapsulate data protocol while taking the charge of data transfer and 
communication between the front end and the mobile phone end; and mobile phone user end 
that obtains data from the sensor as the client end while checking the camera and giving early 
warning. The specific structure diagram is shown in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1. Structure diagram of home security system based on mobile phone client application 
 
 
There are two working states for the home security system: security organization state 
and security removal state. The purpose for setting theses two states is to prevent unnecessary 
warnings, such a setting being also a humanized design of the security system. The selection of 
the security organization state is mostly operated by a mobile phone. When there is nobody in 
the residence, all the detectors in the house shall be switched on and be working and the 
security organization state starts, while in the security removal state, all the detectors and the 
sensors go into the sleep state, alarms will not be triggered even though family members walk 
around the house. 
 
2.2. Optimization of Communication Modes at the Front End 
There are some grounds that in the paper, ZigBee communication is adopted as the 
main communication mode of the family sensor and the alarm instead of nRF2401 and 
Bluetooth communication. There are many nodes for a home sensor, and two way 
communications with the gateway device is required. Although nRF2401 has advantages in cost 
and power dissipation also as the short-distance wireless communication, it cannot achieve 
networking as ZigBee does and does not support ZigBee protocol. This means deficiencies in 
remote management and control. ZigBee is more suitable for automatic control and remote 
control areas, with various devices inserted. Besides, devices joining in the ZigBee network are 
easier to control and administrate, which is beyond comparison by nRF2401. When the 
Bluetooth technology is compared, it has high cost though it has velocity advantage, which 
affects the market’s willingness to use to some extent. Additionally, system resources necessary 
for Bluetooth power dissipation and operation are higher than those for ZigBee. The cost and 
the suitability of three communication modes in the home security system weighed, ZigBee 
technology is the front end communication that suits the home security system best. 
 
 
3. Home System Design Based on the Smart Interconnection 
 
3.1. Software Design at the Front-End Node 
After sampling nodes are powered on, the device is initialized. When the initialization is 
completed, search on the ZigBee network begins. When a nearby network is found, requests for 
joining the network will be sent. Gateway nodes receive the requests and approve the sampling 
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nodes of joining the network, then enter the receive-threads to continuously query the sensor 
data. When data is greater than the set threshold value, alarming data will be sent to the 
gateway nodes. The workflow chart of sampling nodes is shown in Figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2. Workflow chart of sampling nodes 
 
 
Control nodes are mainly responsible for trigger of an alarm. They are similar with 
sampling nodes in hardware structure except that the sensor is replaced with the alarm. They 
have something in common with the sampling nodes in the work procedure, for example, the 
way of searching and joining the ZigBee network is exactly the same with that for the sampling 
nodes. However, there are some differences in the way of working. The alarm will always stay in 
the sleep state before receiving the alarm command from gateway nodes. Once it receives the 
alarm command from the gateway nodes, it will begin to ring for giving an alarm. 
 
3.2. Gateway Software Design 
The functions of gateway nodes are to establish and maintain the whole ZigBee 
network, taking the charge of retransmission of sensor data and mobile phone command data 
and being the bridge between the front end nodes and the mobile phone [4-6]. Specifically, their 
functions are mainly reflected in the following three aspects: establishment of ZigBee network, 
binding the newly added ZigBee terminal nodes and identification of the only address within 
their distribution network. After the network has been established, the network can be 
maintained. When the nodes exit from the network, the network structure can be updated; the 
alarm information from the sensor and the detector is received and information is sent to the 
mobile phone application, while the alarm command is issued to trigger the alarm to work. 
Besides, video data from the camera is also required to be collected and compressed; the 
communication with the mobile phone end is achieved while previous and next lines 
transmissions with the mobile phone end are realized through the Socket mode. Gateway 
software workflow chart is shown in Figure 3. 
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Figure 3. Gateway workflow chart 
 
 
When the device is powered on, a series of primitives are called to realize the formation 
of the ZigBee network, such as the primitive ZNWK_NETWORK_FORM_REQ (&APS2NWK, 
&NWK2APS) created through the network, the primitive ZNWK_PERMIT_JOIN_REQ 
(&APS2NWK, &NWK2APS) that is set to allow other terminal nodes to join the ZigBee network, 
etc. to achieve the building of the ZigBee network [7, 8]. After the network is successfully 
established, data transmission between the gateway nodes and the other terminal nodes that 
join the network can be realized. 
 
3.3. Protocol Message Formation 
(1) Communication Protocol between Gateway Nodes and Front End Nodes: Certain 
protocols are required to form massage for data between the gateway nodes and the detecting 
and sensing nodes so that data contents can be identified. When the ZigBee network is 
established, gateway nodes distribute the only address within the network for each terminal 
node to identify different terminal nodes, and the protocol is the specific content that can make 
the gateway nodes and the terminal nodes identify each other [9]. 
The gateway nodes send commands to the detector and the sensor, with the protocol 
agreement being: frame header 1B, command word 3B, address 10B, data 16B, checksum 1B 
and frame tail 1B. & is the start character for protocol frame; command words include 
commands JON and RNS for establishment of the ZigBee network, command for checking 
network connection state, command for SON setting the terminal nodes to start to work and 
command for SON setting the terminal nodes to sleep. 
When it is shifted from the security removal state to the security organization state, all 
the sensors and the detectors must turn into the work state form the sleep state. Take the 
smoke sensor for an example. Gateway nodes set the smoke sensor to start working with the 
command shown in table 1. 
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Table 1. Table of setting smoke sensor to start working 
Command description Setting the smoke sensor to start working 
Applicable scope RFD (terminal node) 
Command sent &SON+ address (10 bytes) +17 0+* 
Succeed in returning &SON+ address (10 bytes) + ON (3B) + 14 x+* 
Fail to return &SON+ address (10 bytes) + ERR+14 x+* 
For example: 
Send: 
&SON000000000300000000000000000* 
Succeed in returning 
&SON0000000003ONxxxxxxxxxxxxxxN* 
Fail to succeed: 
&SON0000000003ERRxxxxxxxxxxxxxxN* 
 
 
The address of gateway nodes is 0000000000, the address of nodes distributed for the 
smoke sensor is 000000000, and then smoke sensor for which the address of the gateway node 
is set to be 0000000003 starts to work. 
(2) Communication Protocol between Gateway Nodes and the Mobile Phone End: 
Socket transmission mechanism is adopted for the communication between the gateway nodes 
and the mobile phone end. The formation of the protocol message is: frame header 1B, 
previous and next lines mark 1B, frame function code 1B, frame information 12B, and frame tail 
1B. Frame header is #; the previous and next lines mark is used to mark the transmission 
direction of the frame. The command frame the sender (gateway) sends to the receiver (the 
mobile phone) is the previous line frame, marked with 0xDD and the next line frame is marked 
with 0xEE; the frame function code marks the sensor, the detector or the alarm module such 
frame information is related to; the specific contents of frame information mark operation include 
setting of working time of the sensor; the frame tail is represented with 0xAA. 
The structure of the specific frame function code is shown in Table 2. 
 
 
Table 2. Frame function code and frame information 
Frame function Frame function code Frame information 
Smoke sensor 0x01 Working time, turn on, turn off 
Infrared detector 0x02 Working time, turn on, turn off 
Door magnet detector 0x03 Working time, turn on, turn off 
Temperature and humidity 0x04 Working time, turn on, turn off 
Camera 0x05 Working time, turn on, turn off 
Alarm 0x06 Working time, turn on, turn off 
All the nodes 0x07 Working time, turn on, turn off 
 
 
The main function of frame information is to turn on or turn off all the sensors and 
detectors as well as set working or closing time. The format of the working time of frame 
information is: starting time: closing time (uniformly converted into 16 scale data) + on/off state 
data. Part of the immediately validating time is expressed with full 0. Switching on is 
represented with 0x00 while switching off is expressed with 0x01. For example, if switching off 
of the door magnetic sensor is set for the mobile phone, the frame protocol is: 
#EE03000000000001AA. 
 
3.4. Home Application Based on Android Mobile Phone 
(1) Analysis of Software Functions of Mobile Phone Applications: 
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Figure 4. Function module chart of mobile phone applications 
 
 
Switch between Security organization and security removal is considered mainly from 
the user’s comfort. It is impossible to be in the security organization state at any time, which 
may cause the device to give unnecessary alarms and waste resources. When a resident stays 
in the house and everything is under the control, the security removal state can be adopted. 
Therefore, switch between Security organization and security removal is an essential function of 
the home security system. The security organization state triggers all the sensors and the 
detectors to shift from the sleep state to the work state, while the security removal state leaves 
the device in the sleep state with low power dissipation. The system setting mainly includes 
setting of working period of time of the sensor and the detector, setting of video saving period of 
time, selection of voice hinting information for alarming, setting of log record saving period of 
time and setting of alarm telephone number, user’s name and password. The telephone 
alarming function is to directly call the security office in the community or call 110. The role of 
the log record is to record time every time a call is made and reported information for historical 
reference. 
(2) SQLite Database Module Design: To store configuration information and log records 
of calls, the lightweight class database SQLite [10-13] is used to create database 
securityhome.db. Database document Databaseutil.java is created in eclipse’s application 
software engineering. Some function classes are encapsulated from the basic classes of 
database.sqlite for the convenience of call. Interface description of main types of database.sqlite 
is shown in Table 3. 
 
 
Table 3. Description of main class/interface in SQLite package 
Class/Interface Description 
SQLiteDatabase Administrating SQLite database interface 
SQLiteCursor Result set cursor of SQLite database 
SQLiteQuery Querying the interface of SQLite database 
SQLiteQueryBuilder Querying building classes 
SQLiteOpenHelper Administrating database creation and tool classes of versions 
SQLiteStatement Precompiled sentences related to SQLite database 
 
 
Class tabIes Exist is mainly established according to the needs to determine whether 
there are table items designated in the database. Class updata Secrity Home Info is mostly 
used to update data in the database. 
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4. Results and Discussion 
Connect the hardware devices and ensure that the sensor and the detector are in the 
normal working state with reference to the indicating light of the sensor and information printed 
at the serial port, while switching on the gateway device. Use the serial debugging assistant to 
check whether the ZigBee network has been built. After successful formation of the ZigBee 
network, the prompt message is printed at the serial port and the addresses distributed for each 
node can be checked. The specific hardware structure is shown in Figure 5, with two front end 
nodes of ZigBee and one aggregation node of ZigBee. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Connection diagram of ZigBee module experiment 
 
 
When all the devices begin to work, in the case of smooth network, the monitoring 
software of the ZigBee network is adopted for the convenience of checking topology of network 
and software debugging. The data of sensor nodes, such as temperature, sunlight, smoke 
density, etc. inside the house can be displayed. As shown in Figure 6, types of the font end 
nodes, father address, node signal strength, temperature, refreshing time, etc. are displayed, 
while the curve display of temperature data can be viewed and the saving of transmission data 
can be realized. 
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Figure 6. Interface picture of sensor temperature display 
 
 
As proved by the experiment, there is short time for networking of ZigBee nodes of less 
than one second while the signal strength satisfies the requirement. Data reading time for such 
sensors as temperature and smoke sensors is about one to two seconds. When the mobile 
phone application software is turned to, the main page display is shown in Figure 7: switch 
between security organization and security removal, telephone call selection, video checking 
and video storage function options, security organization/removal time of all the detectors and 
the sensors set by the system, alarming sound and vibrating prompt, as well as video storage 
and SD card route for storing SD card. Log record button is for checking the current log 
information. The logs include log-in and exit logs of application software, telephone call logs and 
call information log records. Information of all the logs is stored in securityhome.db database, 
which can be viewed from the application or by importing the database documents into a 
computer for checking, storage and backup. 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7. Main interface of android client 
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It is proved by the test that the software functions meet the basic requirements of the 
home security system and are easy to operate. In the modes of WiFi and 3G, it is smooth to 
view the video as shown in Figure 8. 
 
 
Zoom in Zoom out 
Save Return 
 
 
Figure 8. Main interface of android client 
 
 
The above figure is a video of monitoring of the sitting room, from which whoever enters 
from the entrance door can be seen and which can be zoomed in and out. And the current video 
can be stored as a picture. Additionally, more cameras can be put in different positions as 
required to realize monitoring of different areas within the residence. As proved by the test, in 
the mode of WiFi connection, videos can operate smoothly and clearly, fully satisfying the 
requirements for monitoring by home videos. 
Telephone call is convenient. The telephone number of the security office in the 
community and the calling telephone number 110 are set and configured in the system. 
Subsequent to the selection of the telephone calling button, there are two options: telephone 
number of the security office in the community and 110. The users can select either to call. 
 
 
5. Conclusions 
The home security system studied in the Thesis is part of the smart home. Based on the 
actual needs of the home security system and combined with the convenience way of the 
mobile phone application, the home security system is designed. The tests prove that the 
system is highly reliable and stable and has some application value either in the security market 
or the smart home area while it is both an expansion of the monitoring mode in the security area 
and an extension of the new function of smart home. 
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